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Each of the U. S. Geostationary Operational Envlron_encal

=_ Satellites (GOES) has as the principal on-board sensor a spin-scan
_. radlom_ter called a "VISSR" (Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radio-

Ii meter). An advanced version of the vISSR will add a vertical

dlme_slon _o _he instrument's infrared atmospheric images through

the addition of a rotating filter wheel and an oscillati_g cal-

ibration shutter. The following presentation gives an overview

of the _adiometer design with a dloSe look at the filter wheel

_i_ performance,and Calibration shutter mechanisms and their pre-flight test

INTRODUCTION

Six VISSR's have been placed in Synchronous orbits at

various locations around the world. From their geostationary

orbital positions, the ViSSR instruments sense energy radiated

from earth in the broad-band visible and infrared spectrums, thus

enabling ground-based operational terminals to produce day and

night pictures of the earth's cloud cover.

An advanced version of the VISSR called a VAS (VISSR Atmos-

pheric Sounder) is now under development and will be flown on

future GOES spacecraft. With the addition of twelve selectable

narrow-band filters and more precise in-fllght calibration of

the infrared detectors_ the VAS will provide increased data to

help determine the earth's atmospheric temperature and water

vapor distribution.

*The work reported in this paper was conducted at Santa Barbara

Research Center, Goleta, California, under contracts NAS5-21139

and NAS5-20769 sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.
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VAS _YSTEM DESCRIPTION

The completed VAS Scanner is shown in Figures 1 and 2, while
a cross section of the scanner is shown in Flgura 3. For

purposes of discussion, the instrument can be divided into thr_

major subassemblies:

. Telescope (Three-Mirror System and Scanner Housing)

• Aft Optics Assembly (Visible Light-Sensing Devices)

• Radiative Cooler (Infrared. Sensing Detcctor_)

The VAS Telescope Assembly is a llghtweigh._, all beryllium

structure consisting of a scan mirror, primary mirro_ and second-

ary mi@rOr mounted in a cylind.rical housing. The plane scan ..
mirror is mounted at 45.° to the scanner spin axis and is

elliptlcally shaped, so as to reflect collected energy into the
40 cm diameter entrance aperture of the Ritchey-Chretien primary

and secondary mirrors. IR scanning the earth from North to South,

the scan mirror is serve-positioned through 1820 steps (0.192

mr/step) by the twin torque-motor drives which support it. East-

West scanning is provided by the 100 rpm spacecraft spin.

Mounted just behind the telescope is the Aft Optics Assembly.
Energy collected in the visible spectral region is foc,'=ed on a

fiber optics array and transmitted from the telescope focal plane

to eight photomultiplier tubes mnunted radially on the Aft Optics
Plate. The Aft Optics assembly contains a lens system which

relays the infrared spectral energy from the telescope focal

plane through the optical bandpass filters and on to the infra-
red detectors located iu the Radiative Cooler at the rear of the

in§trument. The calibration shutter and a blackbody reference

source are also contained in the Aft Optics Assembly as well as

focusing gear-motor mechanisms which can be stepped to reposition

the Visible and IR optical elements axially.

A passive radiative cooler is used to cool the long-wave-

length detectors of the infrared channels to a controlled tempera-
ture of 95"K for optimum detector performance. The Cooler Assem-

bly consists of an external sunshield, first stage cooler and a

second stage cooler with the latter supporting the evacuated

infrared detector package. Each stage of the cooler is thermally

isolated from its surroundings and is cooled by a honeycomb high-

emissivity radiator which views space• The satellite subpoint
resolution varies from 0.9 km in the visible channels to 6.9 km

in the infrared.
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F!_:T_ R WHEEL ASSEMBLY

_ll_er Wheel Design Requirements

As mentioned earlier, the expanded infrared data acquisi-

tlon capabilities o_ the VAS system are _ade pOssib1_ _alnly by
the addition of twelve optical filters within the Aft Optics

Assembly. When operated in the infrared ataospherle "sounding"
mode, the instrument scans the earth scene from West to East with
one o_ the twelve filters in the Optical beam. The same scan
line is then retraced, on the neXt spacecraft spi_ with the

second filter in the optical beam and so on for all twelve fil-
ters. The scan mlrror is then stepped from North to South to the

next scan line and the filter sequencing is =epeated.

In keeping time with the I00 rpm spacecraft spin rate and to
allow some time for deteCtOr calibration, any one of the filters

_ust be inserted in the optical beam and settled within a 350

milli-second allotted time period for each spacecraft spin.

Power consumption must be less than 5 wattS. The flat filters

must be parallel to e_dh other within 0.5 mrad. Additionally_ the
mechanism which holds and positions the filters must withstana
the environmental requirements of launch vibration induced by
the Thor Delta 3914 booster vehicle and then operational tempera-

ture extremes of -15°C to +45°C in space vacuum. All functional

elements must be dual redundant so as to have high reliability

over the five year operational design llfe of the instrument.

Filter Wheel Design Description

An i1.2 cm diameter magnesium wheel provides accurately
machined cells for the circular filters with a minimal moment

of inertia(2.8 x 10 -4 neWton-meter-set 2 total including filters).

The wheel is mounted on a shaft which is suspended between

two preloaded duplex bearing pairs mouni.ed in series such that

if either bearing set fails, the other set will still turn freely.

The bearings are dry-lubrlcated by a molydisulfide film on all
contacting surfaces and teflon-lmpregnated retainers. Wheel

positioning is accomplished using a direct drive six-pole brush-

less torque motor together with a 5.-bit optical position encoder.

A second similar motor(mounted in tandem with first) is

normally used as a tachometer to assist in the control loop for

settling the wheel in any given filter position. This _econd

motor can be driven together with the first, thereby doubling the

available torque should this failsafe measure ever become
necessary to move a particular filter into the optical beam.
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ThQ reahanlsm arrangeman_ can be _n in the _roas aea_lon and

photograph _hown in Figure_ 4 and 5. Since tl_e different-masH
filteru are arranged around the wheel for b_t mechanical
balance, the electronic drive logic muat _tap the wheel back and

forth in a complicated sequence which d_pends on filter wave=

length. However, the maximum single-step rotation is never more
than 1800 . The filter wha_l acceleration and deceleration rate

is then approx£mately 1000 red/sac 2 with a peak velocity of 20
red/sac. The wheel and housing _x_ernal surfaces are finish-

coated wlth high emlttance flat black and low emittanCe gold for

pu=poses of filter thermal control.

Filter Wheel Problem Areas

During testing of an engineering model filter wheel assem-

bly, two problems arose, one in the motor design and one in the

position encode r.

The tande_ redundant motor concept led to the development of

a torque motor which could be used for both the primary drive and
the tachometer. EaSe of production and simplicity of electronic

drive circuitry were both reasons for pursuing a single inter-

changeable motor deslg_. The 6-pole, 2-phase torquer provided 12

magnetic detents for holding the wheel in any posit_on without
power. In order for the drive motor to step the wheel, it needed

to have a torque sensitivity high enough and with the proper

angular distributlo_ to overcome the unpowered detent torqu_ of
both motor rotors. Although the motor performance was specified

in order to achieve tandem operation, the motor manufacturer was

unable to meet the specified torque sensitivity curves and as a

result, the engineering model motors would not drive the wheel

reliably between certain filter positions. A new motor was built

which had the twelve stator pole pieces skewed at an angle to the 1
motor axis but with the rotor pole pieces still aligned axially

(Figure 6 ). By skewing the stator pole pieceS, the magnetic flux _!
from each rotor pole piece is spread among several stator pole

pieces and the unpowered magnetid detent is reduced to nearly zero

with a negligible reduction in powered torque sensitivity. The

combination of a primary drive motor with skewed stator poles and
a tachometer motor with straight stator poles (original design)

resulted i_ a tandem pair with a total magnetic detent torque

that was half of what it was Originally yet still retaining the

double total powered torque required for failsafe operation.

The position encoder problem arose during radiation testing
intended to simulate radiation exposure in space. The encoder

consists of 12 llght-emitting-dlode / phototranslstor pairs and a
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thin In_ervenJn_ metal dlse wi_h cutouts in 5 tracks. When ex-
posed _o a ixl0 _ rod dos_ of Cobalt 60 radiation, the output of
the LED_s was reduced _o a leve_ whleh rendered _he eneoder in-

operable. Correction of the problem was achieved by adding a
radiation shield made of tantalum around the entire _neoder area.

There wave ao failures of this kind after subsequent radiation
testa,

Filter Wheel Testing

Once the drlve moto_.problems were solved using the enginCor-

ins mOd.el, a second filter wheel assembly was built using all new

parts. Testing on this "reliability _Odel" started wi_h quali-

flc_tlon vlb_atlon exposure followed by a fumctional check-out and

then long-ter_ operation in a vacuum chamb_=. An operational
extreme was simulated wherein the filter wheel was automatically

stepped back and forth 180 ° ratl_er than in the normal filter

sequence, Continual 24 hour operation accelerated the duty cycle

to about 4 tlmes that which would ever be experienced in space.

This test was allowed to continue for a simulated space lifetime
of eleven yea_s. Periodic measurements of the time required for

each step were used together with measurements of rolling and

static bearing torque to evaluate bearing llfe expectancy. Bear-

ing torque increased with time for both the inner and outer bear-

ing sets aF shown in Figure 7. Interestingly, the static torque
required to turn each bearing separately did not equalize with

time but rahher exhibited a leapfrog increase at first and then a

large difference for the duration (Eigure 7). After approximately

7 million cycles of the filter wheel, the stiction in the larger
outer bearings rose substantially so that the inner bearings were

turning nearly all of the time.

_ The bearing torque increases were attributed to the forma-

tion of small bumps in the raceway lubricants as the teflon re-
tainer material became unevenly distributed on contacting sur-

ii faces, Once the large bearing set became stuck in a particular

spot, the repeated vibration created by operation of the small

_[ bearings caused the large bearings to become increasingly mired

in that spot. Although the step time increased with the bea_ing
stiction, it never exceeded 250 milliseconds, and since the test

_: lasted more than double the design lifetime, no redesign was
necessary and the subsequent flight model assemblies were built

exactly llke the reliability model.
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CALIBRATION SHUTTER ASSEMBLY

_hutt_r Doslgu R_qulr_maflts

In-fllght radlom_trlc calibration of tho _canaor'_ infrared

d_tec_ov_ Is vequlred for _aCh spacecraft Hpln. A hea_od conical

blackbody moun_ed within the Aft Optic_ Assembly serv_ a_ a con=

s_.ant-temporature IR reference source when vio_wed by the detec-
tors through a 450 reflectlve mirror. Since 100% fleld-of-view

coverage is req_ulrod for calibration, the 2 x 3.5 cm rectangular

mirror must be complQtely Lnserted into _he optical beam within
50 reset, _aintain blockage for 33.3 msec, and then be com-

pletely removed in 50 msec prior to earth view. After sur-
vivlng the launch vibratiOn mentioned earlier, the shutter mirror

mechanism must operate continuously in the same environment as

the filter wheel with minimal power consumption and must not block

the optical beam whenever power is removed.

Shutter Design Description

Since shutter power consumption was to be minimized, the

design concept evolved around mounting the mirror on a torsional

spring so that it would o_cillate at a natural frequency in time

with the spacecraft spin. Then only a slight amount of input

power, would be required from a drive motor to maintain the ampli-

tude and to occasionally correct frequency for spacecraft spin
rate Vax-iat ions.

As shown in the photographs and cross section in Figures 8,

9 and i0, two flex pivot devices are mounted in series to provide

the proper spring rate at suff_clently small deflection amplitude
to insure nearly infinite spring life. The rotor of a two-pole

brushless torque motor is coupled to the oscillating mirror
portion of the mechanism. Attached to the same arm as the mirror

is a chopper flag which actuates a 2-bit optical encoder for

amplitude and frequency control. The shutter was designed to

oscillate at twice the satellite rotation frequency to meet the

insertion timing requirement without increasing the oscillation

amplitude or swing radius beyond those allowed by the available
space within the VAS Aft Optics area. ShUtter mirror motion is

then expressed as

8 = 18°sin 2 (8 - 5.17 °)
m s

where @n, is mirror position and 8 is satellite angular position
relative to earth nadir. Static b_ianclng of the rotating mass is
accomplished by simply changing the thickness of a counterbalance

weight.

I
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Prec_ta_ adJuetman_ of the _hutt_r natural frequency _ then
accomp1$_hed by adding _hSn rJ.ngn _o the _huttar huh, thereby
£neroan£ng the moment of _nertl, a of the o_e_:Llat_ng portion _n
accordance w_.h _he tom,anal pendulum rola_onnh:tp;

2_

whore f _ frequency

K = t:otal 8priri8 rage

J - polar moment of inertia

The rings are mounted so a,_ to have no affect On the static bal-
ance of the shutter arm.

Shutter Problem Areas and Testing

g major oversight was made in the mathematical analysis of

the dytaml¢ forces acting on the shutter during opera_ion in the

spinning scantier. The shutter assembly i8 mounted in the scanner
about 7 centimeters off the scanner spin axis. Since the

Scanner's optical axis is nearly coincident with the spin axis,

the shutter mirror moves on and off the spin axis in a plane that

is tilted 45* to the spin axis. When the scanner is spinning,

three types of dynamlt forces affect the sinusoidai shutter arm
motion: . :_

1. Centrifugal force on _the shutter arm CG resulting from
static imbalance.

2. Forces resulting from Coriolis acceleration of the
shutter mass as it moves in a rotating inertial reference
frame.

3. Forces that are the result of any iDdrtial imbalance in
the shutter arm.

Static balancing of the shutter arm reduces the effects of the
centrifugal force to negligible levels. The analysis also showed

that since the shutter oscillates in one plane, the Coriolis

forces always act on the arm in a direction intersecting the

shutter rotation axis, thereby producing no torque about the

shutter axi_. T_e analysis stopped at that point, and conse-

quently the first shutter assembly was built with a 6:1 imbalance

ratio between the principle non-polar moments of inertia of the
shutter arm. The unit worked fine until the scanner was spun,

and then Shutter motion was uncontrollable at spin rates over 30

rpm due to the inertial imbalance.
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Corrective action was accomplished by redistributing the
mas_ alon_ the _huttar arm by material density ehan_o_ and the
addition of two inertial balance wolghtn at 90" to the axln of

_h_ _hutt_r arm, Inertial balance between the _wo principle
axo_ wa_ thereby achieved, and a retrofitted unit operated flaw-
leanly throughout tim maximum al, octronic control range with
aaannar _pln rat_ ran81n8 f_OI, flO_12[ RPM.

Juot aa with th_ Fll_or Whool Aooombly, a "rcliabJllty

model" of _ha shutter a_s_mbly wa_ built and to_ad in _hc labora-

tory. After being _ubjected to the launch vibration onvlron =
merit, _he shu_er was placed in a vacuum chamber and allowed to

operate On a real-time basis for a period of 3 years. Periodic
measurements of spring rate and natural frequency showed no

change. Since the shutter assembly l,s a resoaant-_requency
device, no acceleration of the test is possible and it will

therefore continue until five years of operation have been
accumulated.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In retrospect, t_he basic design approach was sound for both
the Filter Wheel and Calibration Shutter assemblies. If require-

ments arise in the future for longer mechanism lifetime, some

changes will have to be made to improve the Filter Wheel b_aring

lubrication. Research has already been performed on the bearing
lubrication scheme in the scan mirror drives where the partial

rotation creates a bearing "bump" problem much more rapidly than

in the Filter Wheel Assembly. Perhaps a thinner RF sputter coat-
ing of molydisulfide would reduce the teflon transfer rate and

thereby improve Filter Wheel bearing longevity as it did in the
scan =irror drives.

_ The Calibration Shutter design concept was adopted for use

i_ in two shutter assemblies in the Thematic Mapper instruments now
under development for the Landsat program. An improvement to
the VAS design was made in the Thematic Mapper Shutters by

supporting the oscillating mass between two side-mounted flex

pivots rather than in a cantilever arrangement as in VAS. This

: prevents bending loads from being exerted on the pivots by the
i_ drive motor and affords better control of the rotor-stator air

_ gap. Although this design was considered for VAS, the VISSR
,=_ retrofit requirement le_t insufficient space for the bulkier

side-mount flex pivots.

i_ii" Three VAS Systems are currently being built. The first ofthese has successfully completed all of the scanner-level accept-

ante tests and is now being installed on the GOES 'D' spacecraft.

:_ Launch of the GOES 'D' is scheduled for August of 1980 with GOES
'E' and GOES 'F' following at six-month intervals
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Figure i.- VAS Scanner.

VAS SCANNER

-___SCAN MIRROR

SUNSHADE- _ DRIVE MOTOR

. _.:_ I MODULE

SPACECRAFT ......_'L

:: OUTLINE _
i

,DIATIV| COOLER

SPIN DIRECTION

Figure 2.- VAS mo_nting in GOES spacecraft.
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t_o_u,_."_ i,_Q_j

WHEEL
..... t----_ OPTICAL

.,'* TACHOMETER
INNER ,* (REDUNDANT.

BEARINGS DRIVE MOTOR)

Figure 5.- Fil_er Whe01 _¢h_m_ti_ _rO_s _ction.

F_gure 6.- Filter wheel motors - primary drive on right,

tach (redundant drive} on left.
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Figure 7.- Filter wheel life test - bearing torque vs. accumulated operation.
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_i Figure 9.- Calibration shutter assembly.

! MIRROR. _... ENCODER
_- JH /'CHOPPER

tORQUE _\ 't| / .POSITIONMOTOR . q,_ _ D ENCODER
STATOR \, [I _11_1_

MOTOR _... 2 NOFLEXPIVOT
ROTOR _ COUNTERBALANCE

WEIGHT

Fiqure I0.- Calibration shutter schematic cross section.
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